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THE BRACKEN BATS
are on THEIR WAY HOME!

Mexican free-tailed bats ( Tadarida brasiliensis) emerge from Bracken Cave.

Soon, Bracken Cave will be filled with the voices of millions of Mexican
free-tailed bats, the largest colony in the world! You’ll want to make sure your
membership status is current when we provide our 2018 Bracken Season Member
Nights (May-September), so don’t delay—renew today!
P.S. This year we’re offering the dates to our upper level members in advance. To see
more about this new benefit, go to: www.batcon.org/join.
Grey-headed flying fox
(Pteropus poliocephalus)

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON MEMBERSHIP AT BAT CONSERVATION INTERNATIONAL,
PLEASE EMAIL MEMBERSHIP@BATCON.ORG.
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A F E W W O R D S O F I N T R O D U C T I O N F R O M YO U R F R I E N D S AT B C I

Bat Conservation International (BCI) is a 501(c)(3)
organization dedicated to protecting bats and their
essential habitats around the world. A copy of our
current financial statement and registration filed by
the organization may be obtained by contacting our
office in Austin, below, or by visiting batcon.org.

A Walk Through the Park
By MIKE DAULTON

O

Photo: Jonathan Alonzo

n a summer evening
last June, I met BCI
Board Member Danielle Gustafson, her husband
Brad Klein, and a large group
of BCI board members, staff,
and donors on the steps outside the American Museum of
Natural History for a bat walk
in Central Park.
We strolled down to a
favorite spot in the park, a
bridge where bats are known
to enjoy skimming along the
water at dusk. We saw ducks
and raccoons, and talked, a bit
worriedly, about what we might
not see, since White-nose
Syndrome has been killing bats Excited young bat fans.
in the northeast and in New
bind a group of people together
York for more than a decade. New
York, we were reminded, was the state quickly, like any great experience in
nature, where you and the person
where WNS was first discovered.
As the sun set and darkness came, next to you feel like you both
were just chosen to see something
the bats we were expecting didn’t
special and unusual and beautiful
show. Many in our group feared
and rare.
the worst.
At BCI, we want to share this
Just then, Danielle appeared on the
unique experience with nature
path behind us. “This way,” she said.
We followed her for a few minutes lovers across the country, and we
are developing
to an open plot of grass surrounded
a plan to do just
by trees. It was a bit darker there,
that. If you might
and we were following the glow of
TALK TO US
Share your thoughts
like to join a
smart phones. There too, we found
and feedback with
walk, or lead one
stillness and silence.
Bats magazine at
yourself, let us
Then, very suddenly, the first bats
pubs@batcon.org.
know. We’re eager
arrived, in a quick blur overhead.
to help you make
Fingers pointed excitedly skyward.
it as special as that
Bat detectors were consulted and the
night in Central Park.
bats were quickly determined to be
eastern red bats.
Mike Daulton
Bat walks, it turns out, can be
BCI Executive Director
described in one word: fun. They
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CO N S E R VAT I O N N E W S

Winifred Frick and Maarten
Vonhof inspect a bat during
their visit to a field site.

FIGHTING FUNGUS

On the Front Line

Photo: Winifred Frick / BCI

BCI begins large-scale experiment to protect bats from White-nose Syndrome
For many bat species in North America, winter usually
means it’s time to tuck in and catch some shut-eye. Unfortunately, the same can’t be said for the scientists studying
these flying mammals—even when the temperature drops
well below freezing, the work continues.
This winter, BCI and partners began implementing
a large-scale experiment to learn how to protect bats in
regions currently affected by White-nose Syndrome. From
the mines of Michigan to the caves of Texas, scientists
are working around-the-clock to study the fungus. They
are currently testing treatment options for containing the
fungus that causes White-nose Syndrome, Pseudogymnoascus destructans.
“BCI is an important partner in our field test of a
potential treatment—from providing financial and logistical

support and expertise, to full involvement as an engaged
collaborator; our research benefits tremendously from
the work you do,” explains Maarten Vonhof, professor
in the Department of Biological Sciences at Western
Michigan University.
The research is supported by a grant from the
Bats for the Future Fund from National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation.
Stay tuned for more exciting news on this cuttingedge work.

YOU CAN HELP

You can help support critical WNS research by
donating at batcon.org/wns_donate.

batcon.org
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The Future of Bat Conservation
R E WA R D I N G R E S E A R C H

2017 BCI Scholars Announced

Photo: Stanimira Deleva

B

Paula Iturralde-Pólit examines two Spix’s disk-winged bats ( Thyroptera tricolor)
during her field work.

Scholarship recipient explained,
“The impact of BCI’s student scholarships cannot be overstated. Since
the first one was awarded in 1990,
these small injections of support
have helped to launch hundreds
of careers in bat biology and conservation, from Argentina to New

Zealand. This is our next generation
of leaders.”
In addition to the scholarship,
three recipients were selected for
additional honors.
The 2017 Women in Conservation Science Honor was awarded
to Paula Iturralde-Pólit, who is

WIND WORK SHOP

Making Connections
This past November, BCI’s Wind Energy Program team traveled to El Salvador to host a workshop on wind energy.
The timing of the workshop coincided with the start of the 2nd Congress on Latin American Bats (COLAM), a forum
for dialogue and scientific exchange for bat conservation. The wind program team worked with representatives from six
Latin American countries to discuss best practices for wind energy and wildlife monitoring in the region.
“This workshop was a wonderful opportunity to engage with representatives from several Latin American
countries regarding best management practices for bats and wind energy facilities,” said Cris Hein, P.hD.,
BCI’s Wind Energy Program Director. Wind energy is a rapidly growing industry in several Latin American
countries; however, researchers have traditionally run into barriers due to the cost of monitoring many
of the field sites, as well as effectively disseminating results. Hein hopes that BCI may be able to
partner with researchers in the field to assist them in their conservation efforts.
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at Conservation International
is pleased to announce the
recipients of the 2017 Student
Research Scholarship for Global Bat
Conservation Priorities. This scholarship seeks to fund enterprising
student scholars, whose graduate
research focuses on important topics that can inform bat conservation
around the world.
The 2017 scholars consist of
nine young men and women from
seven different countries. Their
research is of great importance to
the scientific community and bats
alike, representing the future of bat
conservation.
“We had an incredible pool of
applicants this year for our BCI student research scholarship program,”
said Winifred Frick, PhD, BCI’s
Chief Scientist. “It is inspiring to see
how many talented students around
the world are working to study and
protect bats. Supporting students
to build and share more knowledge
about bats is one of the foundations
of BCI’s mission.”
Cullen Geiselman, PhD, Chair of
the BCI Board of Directors and 2007

Photo: Babita Gurung

Photo: Bats Without Borders

CO N F E R E N C E R EC A P

Over 40 delegates from across Africa and the United States came together
for a forum on African bat conservation.

Convening Confidence
Cape Town, South Africa, hosted the first Southern African Bat
Conference this past October. Organized by Bats without Borders,
the intensive two-day conference was a forum for discussion on a
wide range of conservation issues and emerging research, including
special sessions on
the issues of bats and
wind energy.
“We are delighted
with the success of
the first Southern
African Bat Research
Conference that was
held at the South
African National
Biodiversity Institute
Mylea Bayless, BCI’s Senior Director of
in Cape Town,” said
Network and Partnerships, snaps a photo
Rachael Cooperwith David Wechuli from the University of
Bohannon, Founder of
Cape Town and Bakwo Fils Eric Moise of Bat
Bats without Borders.
Conservation Africa and Université de Maroua.
“The conference
brought together researchers, students, bat conservation NGOs,
bat groups, government, ecological consultants and industry from
seven countries to share knowledge, discuss research, and provide a
great networking opportunity.”
“This was a great opportunity for bat experts to convene from
across southern Africa to discuss critical issues, and share current
research results and conservation strategies,” explained Mylea
Bayless, BCI’s Senior Director of Network and Partnerships, who
attended the conference to meet with and recognize partners.
“Southern Africa is such an important region for bat conservation.
I was inspired by the passion and expertise of those I met at this
conference. It gives me a lot of confidence that we can accomplish
meaningful conservation through these partnerships.”

batcon.org
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studying the effects
of climate change on
WISH LIST
insectivorous bats of
neotropical montane
Student Research Fuels
forests in Costa Rica.
Big Results
“The Women in
You can help fund the next
Science Honor is
generation of promising students
also a strong motivaand conservationists by supporting
tion to keep fighting
BCI’s Student Research Scholarship.
to achieve optimal
To donate, visit batcon.org/
management strategies
scholarships.
for bats, and reach
audiences beyond science with conservation
messages through storytelling,” wrote Iturralde-Pólit.
The Merlin Tuttle Bat Conservation Honor, named in honor
of BCI’s founder, recognizes a student whose work addresses
important conservation issues. Fernando Javier Montiel Reyes
was the recipient of this honor for his work studying the
insect suppression service by insectivorous bats on walnut
crops in Chihuahua, Mexico.
And in Nepal, Babita Gurung was the recipient of the Verne
& Marion Read Family Honor for her work recording acoustic
surveys and diets of bats. Her research will serve as a baseline for future research at Manaslu Conservation Area (MCA).
This award is given to a student who inspires education and
community
action to protect
Babita Gurung
bats around the
releases a bat after
taking measurements.
world, as well as
addressing critical
conservation
needs.
“This award
means a lot
to me,” wrote
Gurung. “My
dream and interest to develop
my career as a
bat researcher
has come true
today because of
the opportunity
given by BCI. It
really inspired
and galvanized
me to contribute
my efforts on bat
research.”
Congratulations
to all the 2017
scholars!
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Spix’s
Diskwinged
Bat

bat stats
BINOMIAL

Thryoptera tricolor
FAMILY

Thryopteridae
COLONY SIZE

about six

WINGSPAN

8.86 inches
DIET

Insectivorous
STATUS

Least Concern
REGION

Photo:

Southern
Mexico to
northern
Brazil
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A unique anatomy enables
heads-up roosting
By MICHELLE Z. DONAHUE

T

he first thing you may notice,
when peering into the rolledup tropical leaves where they
like to roost, is that Spix’s diskwinged bats look right back at you,
face-up.
The second thing you’d notice,
quickly after, is that each of these
little bats is clinging to the inside
of the leaf via tiny little suction
cups at the bases of their thumbs
and ankles.
This is perhaps the only bat that
roosts head up, and one of just a
handful of species with the unique
ability to cling to slick surfaces
through suction. Spix’s disk-winged
bats (Thyroptera tricolor) are
common throughout their range
from southern Mexico to northern
Brazil. Small groups of five or six
roost together in the emerging,
unfurled leaves of trees in the genus
Heliconia, so they move around
daily to find new resting spots.
They’re genial, friendly bats, said
Gloriana Chaverri, a researcher at
the University of Costa Rica who
specializes in the species. She’s
interested in deciphering what seems
to be a highly organized method
of communication between group
members, an observation made by
chance after she released one of
a group captured during a study.
“After I released one, it kept
flying around me while I still had
the other bats in bags, and that’s
when I started getting curious about
whether they were using some
calling system to find each other,”
Chaverri said. “I wanted to know
how they’re able to stay together
when they’re flying, and how they
manage to stay together after one
member of the group finds a leaf to
use as a roost.”

Their sounds differ depending
on their activities. But Chaverri
has identified at least two distinct
vocalizations that help groups stick
together: a contact call that helps
group members maintain proximity
to each other, and a homing call
for when a suitable roost has
been found.
“When one member finds a leaf, it
enters and starts making a different
kind of call,” Chaverri said. Her
collaborator at North Dakota State
University, Erin Gillam, described
it like the game Marco Polo, where
the rest of the group changes their
vocalizations in response until they
are all reunited in the new roost.
Roosting groups seem to be made
up of related individuals, though
nothing is known about where or
how far away they go to find mates,
or even when their mating season
is. Females give birth to a single pup
that can weigh up to a quarter of its
mother’s body weight. But because
suction cups don’t work so well on
fur, instead of clinging to mom with
its claws like most other bat babies,
they must employ a somewhat more
unconventional method to hang on.
They hitch a ride on mom’s nipple.
“They attach very strongly, so
when the mother starts flying, the
pup just hangs from its mouth,
dangling from its mother’s nipple,”
Chaverri said.
Preferred foods include jumping
spiders and leafhoppers, prey that
Chaverri said is fairly unique as
a bat food item. Scientists still
aren’t sure why or how the Spix’s
bats go after these arthropods,
but Chaverri hopes her studies of
their echolocation may help answer
some of those questions. She’s also
observed that they often echolocate
very, very faintly—so quietly that
when she’s recording them in a
flight cage, the microphone doesn’t
register any sound until they’re
about three feet away.
Let’s not forget about their
sticky-fingered wings. Unlike a

Photo: Christian Ziegler

Watch a Spix’s disk-winged bat mom fly with her pup at batcon.org/diskwinged.

typical kitchen suction cup, which
might need to be moistened to
create a vacuum seal, the cups on a
Spix’s bat work primarily through
specialized muscles that change
the shape of the disk to cling
and release.
Juveniles often have a stronger
hold than adults, lacking the
fine motor control of their
elders. Though there’s no formal
measurement of cling strength of
youngsters versus adults, Chaverri
likes to demonstrate the strength
of these bats’ grip by putting the
suction cup on a person’s fingernail.
The cup can’t be pried off (without
injuring the bat), and must be
pushed down to the edge of the nail
to break the seal.
And the Spix’s bat isn’t the only
bat with this ability. Though the Old
World sucker-footed bat (Myzopoda
aurita) also features suction cups, the
two groups are in no way related—
it’s a prime example of convergent
evolution, where two unrelated
groups evolve similar features
independently of one another.
However this unique adaptation
came about, suction cups are a
highly useful quirk that allow
these bats to make the best use
of the abundance of broad, leafy
greens that surround them in their
forest homes.
batcon.org
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Spix’s diskwinged bat
( Thyroptera
tricolor) placed
in a glass
cylinder to show
suction cups on
its wings.
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THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHING BATS
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Photo: Yushi Osawa

Ryukyu
flying fox
(Pteropus
dasymallus)

Photo: Tom Vezo / Minden Pictures

Lesser long-nosed bat
(Leptonycteris yerbabuenae)
flying at night.

S

ince the inception of modern photography in the mid-1800s, we have
been fascinated by the ability to freeze time. The idea that we can
capture a fleeting moment, for sentimental or educational reasons, has
revolutionized the way we interact with the world around us.
Perhaps no other animal epitomizes the idea of impermanence than
earth’s only flying mammal—the bat. These fast-moving nocturnal
animals provide amateur and professional photographers alike the perfect
opportunity to hone their skills.
As with all good things, patience (and a dash of luck) can produce some
spectacular results.
We’ve curated some of our favorite bat images from over the years to get
a glimpse of what happens behind the camera, as well as to learn about the
unique bats that captivate our imaginations.
batcon.org
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Be aware of your local laws before venturing out to photograph bats. A license may be required in some countries.

Stephen Dalton utilized his skills as a high-speed nature photographer to capture this greater horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus
ferrumequinum) seconds before it snagged a moth for its next
meal. The trick to this image was timing the multi-flash sequence
just right to capture this moment as it evolved.
The greater horseshoe bat can be found throughout Europe,
Africa, and Asia. This widespread species predominantly forages
on beetles and moths in pastures and woodlands.

Photo: Jonathan Alonzo

Photography can be a
deeply personal experience. Jonathan Alonzo
captured this moment of
a young girl watching the
Mexican free-tailed bats
( Tadarida brasiliensis) of
Bracken Cave as evening
approached.
“I was about her age
when I first visited the cave
and I have been intrigued by
nature ever since,” Alonzo
recalled.
“The photo was taken in
low light, but I really like the
hope for the future in this
picture. Getting kids excited
about the bats and nature
and conservation is what it’s
all about long-term.”
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How to Make the Best
of Bat Photography
A few tips from two masters of the field
BY MICHELLE Z. DONAHUE

If you’ve ever seen a head-and-shoulders portrait of a bat, or an image of
the swirling masses of Brazilian free-tailed bats exiting Bracken Cave in
the evening, chances are you’ve seen some of Merlin Tuttle’s or Jonathan
Alonzo’s work.
Tuttle, who founded BCI in 1982, has had a decades-long career taking
pictures of bats. At home and on trips abroad, he’s forced himself to stay
awake into the wee hours, for many nights on end, just to get the right shot,
one that captures the true personality and nature of the bat in question.
And Alonzo has found himself lying stock still near Bracken Cave, well
aware that he shares the space with several species of hungry snakes that
come in search of fallen bats on which to feast. Yet he stays glued to the
ground, waiting patiently for just the right moment.
We’ve asked them to share some of their expertise for what they do to get
great shots of one of wildlife photography’s most challenging subjects.

Merlin Tuttle wades into deep water to photograph a group of bats roosting on a tree trunk.

What’s the best camera to use?
Tuttle: I ran into a presenter at a bat research meeting with really nice
documentation of his work—usually you’re doing great research or great
photography, but not both. I asked him how he did such a good job, and he
continues on pg 12
batcon.org
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The first step to photographing bats is to identify the local species in the area. Check out batcon.org/species for a list of bats near you.

raw data
MODEL

Canon EOS 50D
EXPOSURE

Photo: Michael Durham / Minden Pictures.

1.0 sec, ISO 100,
Manual, Evaluative metering

For photographer Michael Durham,
the more elusive a subject, the more
interesting the photo. He captured this
sequence of a western small-footed
myotis (Myotis ciliolabrum) pursuing
its next meal. These bats will typically
tuck themselves away in caves and
rock outcrops during the day, emerging
in the early evening to feed on small
flying insects like flies and moths. These
highly agile fliers can be seen foraging
among boulders, cliffs, shrubs and trees
of arid to semi-arid regions of western
North America.
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grinned and pulled out a little Pentax point-and-shoot he keeps in his pocket, always ready
to use. And my next newsletter has pictures that were shot on a cell phone, in pretty low
light. It’s amazing what you can do with even basic cameras now.
Alonzo: Normally I would recommend putting your money into your lenses. But with bats,
you’re shooting in such low light situations, that I’d say to put your money in the camera
body—the newer ones now have sensors that can process low-light conditions very well.
What’s the hardest part about photographing bats?
Alonzo: For me, it’s the combination of low light and fast motion. My advice to anybody, new
or experienced, is to go back to your basics and think about shutter speed, f-stops and ISO
[film speed], and know how they interact. But with that kind of movement, you can actually be
more artistic—using blur to show motion, for instance. You can make a lot of technical mistakes
out there and still come out with a nice image that illustrates what’s going on.

Photo: Thomas Marent / Minden Pictures

Tuttle: Getting a relaxed, natural expression, one that
shows the bats as being interested in meeting you. People
photographing bats in the wild are often so afraid the bats
will fly away before they can get close enough to take a
picture. So they’ll rush up and snap a picture, and invariably they end up with a picture of a snarling bat. I’ve set up
my camera where I knew bats would be roosting later and
settled in to wait, then used a remote control to take pictures
without ever coming close enough to frighten them.

raw data
LENS

70.0-200.0 mm f/2.8
FLASH

Did not fire
FOCAL LENGTH

What’s a good backyard setup?
Alonzo: You could probably mount a base for your camera
with a universal size mount on a piece of wood, and put that
on the roof, near a light, on a pole or anywhere that puts
that camera in close proximity to where your bats are flying.
So many cameras now have wi-fi, so you can see what the
camera sees, focus it, and fire it off, all remotely. You can get
closer to the action with just a little bit of extra effort.

70.0 mm (in 35mm: 105.0 mm)
EXPOSURE

1/80 sec, f/4.5, ISO 800
Manual, Matrix metering

What other gear do you find helpful on a regular basis?
Tuttle: Even an ordinary headlamp can be very useful. The
newer LED headlights turned on full brightness will make
too bright a picture; they’ll overexpose the image and turn it
blue. It’s important to dial down the power, or slide a diffusing filter over the light. Just take a test shot or two, make a
couple of adjustments, and off you go.
Alonzo: A wide-angle is often better than a telephoto lens.
Meter for the sky instead of the subject, which is opposite of
what you normally do. And do everything in manual, not on
a shutter or aperture priority setting. Also, cell phones can
take slow-motion video now, and if you take video when the
bats are flying close overhead, with the light behind you, it
can be super dramatic.
Tuttle: If you’re in a situation where you’re photographing
roosting or captive bats, and they don’t give you what you
want, try making a faint little kissing sound. Often they’ll be
curious enough to look up and give you that nice expression.
Treat them like the smart, sensitive creatures that they are.

Photo: Jonathan Alonzo

Jonathan Alonzo has
been photographing
the bats at Bracken
Cave for over three
seasons.

Wildlife photographer Thomas Marent snapped this image of a roosting male large flying fox (Pteropus
vampyrus) in Malaysia. Among the largest bat species, the large flying fox can be found throughout
much of continental and insular Southeast Asia. This species can form colonies containing nearly 20,000
individuals in large tree roosts. Like the majority of fruit bats, this species lacks the ability to echolocate,
but instead has well-developed eyesight to help locate its food—fruit, nectar and flowers.

batcon.org
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stars

Belvedere Castle in
Central Park, NYC

BAT WALKS SHINE A LIGHT ON OUR
MYSTERIOUS NOCTURNAL FLIERS

of the

By MICHELLE Z. DONAHUE
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Photo: MerlinTuttle.org

B

y day, Danielle Gustafson is a digital strategist on Wall
Street. Come sundown, she is Gotham’s Batwoman.
But unlike the comic book character, she’s eager
to share her secrets. With a utility belt loaded with
facts, a bat detector, and an abundance of enthusiasm and awe,
Gustafson and her spouse, radio journalist Brad Klein, plunge
visitors into the leafy darkness of Central Park to look for
things that go flap in the night.
They want to share the wonder of bats with anyone even
remotely curious. There seems to be plenty of interest: the four
walks per season she has lead every summer since 2004 have
always sold out.

A hoary bat
(Lasiurus cinereus)
is perched in an oak
tree in autumn.

Tupelo Meadow, a stone’s throw from the American Museum
of Natural History, which sponsors the walks, is one site
where the group often pauses to look up. Bounded by rumpled
treetops, the meadow is transformed at night to a cinema
screen upon which bats frolic, flitting past in stark contrast
against the glowing New York sky.
Walkers know when and where to watch thanks to the
bat detector Gustafson always brings along on tours—and
never leaves home without. As the bats close in on prey, their
ultrasonic clicks and buzzes increase in frequency. The bat
detectors provide the cues for looking up at exactly the right
moment, and it never fails to impress.

EVENING
batcon.org

bats
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For your best chance to witness bat activity, go outside about half an hour before sunrise and sunset.

1

Site selection.
Parks with open
areas, woodlands
and a bit of open water
A female eastern red
set you up for success
bat (Lasiurus borealis) for an evening bat walk.
is perched amongst
Bats are most active
autumn foliage.
from April to September, with highest activity occurring just before
and after sundown.

2

Consider accessibility. Be sure to check
local regulations for park access after dark,
as well as any route options available to
your group—consider choosing sites that include
hard-packed or paved paths to accommodate
people of all abilities.

3

Promote your event. Pop up a notice on
Facebook, Twitter or Instagram, or post
notices at your local library and community center. Along with the start and finish times,
provide some details of the route so people can
plan accordingly. You may also consider partnering with a local school or community group to
bring more people out for your event.

4

Bring props and visual aids. Whether
it has a fun new visual interface or is a
tried-and-true basic model, acoustic
detectors will help you make the most of your
walks. Prep your audience by sharing illustrated
books or laminated fact sheets with pictures and
facts about your local area bats—and be sure to
prepare beforehand by familiarizing yourself with
answers to frequently asked questions. (Check
out some of BCI’s bat fact resources for ideas.)
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Photo: Bat Conservation Trust

With a bit of planning
and easy advertising,
thanks to the many social
media channels that exist
today, anyone can run a
bat walk. Here are a few
tips to get you started.
Armed with bat detectors, attendees brave rainy weather to participate in a bat walk in the U.K.

A recent addition to the
technology stable has gone a
step further, and turns sound
into pictures. Wildlife Acoustics’
EchoMeter Touch 2 device plugs
into a cell phone or tablet and, with
the help of an app, displays the
converted ultrasonic calls as wave
signatures on the device’s screen.
It also offers up profiles of likely
species, with photos, based on a preexisting catalog of bat calls.
“We’re out here, at night, looking
for these hidden species, busy
finding food at frequencies we can’t
hear,” Gustafson said. “And now we
have a way to visualize it. It’s magic.
It’s showing people bats directly
overhead, bats they probably never
knew were there.”
Gustafson, who co-founded the
New York City Bat Group and also
serves as a BCI board member,
added that she thinks the walks’
popularity is due to two things.
“There’s been a change in how
bats are perceived,” she said. “The
public is starting to recognize
that they are incredibly beneficial
creatures, but that we don’t know
much about them. And that makes
people more curious.”
“Being outdoors and watching
wildlife can quickly bond strangers
with shared experiences and bat
walks are no different,” added

BCI Executive Director Mike
Daulton, “They channel a universal,
familiar warmth of a shared nature
experience, but they also bring
something fresh and original and
a bit mysterious. Many people
have not seen a bat fly by in the
moonlight, and spotting something
truly new and interesting for
the first time, whipping by you
overhead, is thrilling.”

Local Resources

Since 2004, John Bassett has run the
summertime bat walks in Seattle for
Bats Northwest. People turn out even
on rainy evenings, though pleasant
weather in August has attracted as
many as 50 people for the lakeside
walks. He draws upon several
decades’ worth of accumulated

Photo: Danielle Gustafson

Photo: MerlinTuttle.org

Want to Run a
Bat Walk?

If you’re by water, keep your eyes peeled for bats skimming the surface to take a drink.

knowledge and personal experience
to introduce the area’s resident bats,
but he considers himself less of a
guide than a docent.
“The goal is to get the audience to
pose questions, because then they
set the program for themselves,”
Bassett said. He often brings along
an empty tequila bottle, prepared to
talk about bats’ role in pollinating
agave, but sometimes the bottle
goes unnoticed as the conversations
wend in different directions. Then
the bats show up, right on cue, as
they have for years. Big browns,
silver-haired, then myotis. People
who stay late enough can listen
for hoary bats with Bassett’s basic
acoustic detector.
“We discuss all these things as
we’re sitting there waiting for the
bats to show up,” he said. “Then the
live bats flying by make for a very
nice finale.”
Though Bats Northwest is one
of few organizations that have
been running bat walks over the
long-term, there are several other
groups that have started to test the
waters. Washington, D.C., held its
first bat walk this past summer, and
residents of Milwaukee visited the
city’s Mitchell Park for a bat walk to
learn about their local bats.
The availability of technology
for anyone, anywhere may help
spark a shift. Indeed, several
libraries around the country have
bat detectors available to loan out:
Brad Klein and Danielle Gustafson
educate visitors to the American
Museum of Natural History about
NYC’s resident bat species.

the Haines Borough Public Library,
north of Juneau, Alaska, on the
state’s panhandle, loans out bat
detectors as part of a citizen science
program monitoring for White-nose
Syndrome. Residents of San Juan
Island in Washington state can
borrow bat detectors for personal
use, and in Toronto, Canada, High
Park Nature Centre loans out
detectors that can be used on one
of their weekly urban bat walks.
“I believe the future of conserving
the world is about this connection
between consumer technology and
citizen scientists,” Gustafson said.
“Now would be a good time
to engage and save the world.”

Across the Pond

Bat walks have long been a popular
engagement in the United Kingdom,
where the Bat Conservation Trust
(BCT) helps more than 80 local bat
groups run hundreds of the events
every year.
Because all of the U.K.’s 18 species
of bats are protected by law, people
do have a higher awareness of bats
and the effects of human activity,
said Lisa Worledge, BCT’s head of
conservation services. But people
turn out in droves for the walks for
the opportunity to participate in
something a bit offbeat.
“How often do you go wandering
at night in your local park? People
just don’t,” Worledge said. “But bat
walks let you go somewhere you
normally wouldn’t be.”
Walks can easily cater to myriad
interests as well. There’s hardware,
like bat detectors, for the techinclined; there are animals, for
the wildlife lovers. Walks are an
outdoor activity appropriate for
family of any age, and, as Worledge
suggested, are an opportunity to
experience a familiar place in a
novel way.
“When I led my first bat walk,
I didn’t have a lot of experience,”
Worledge said. “You just need to
know a few facts. If you have a

“The future of
conserving the
world is about this
connection between
consumer technology
and citizen scientists.
Now would be a good
time to engage and
save the world.”
– Danielle Gustafson

bit of enthusiasm, it gets other
people enthused, as well. And it
helps bring bats more to the fore
of people’s minds.”
With increased engagement
comes increased activity on behalf
of bats, and walks are just one way
to accomplish that. The learning
opportunities themselves create an
important bridge to understanding
bats—and valuing them.
“I would love to see bat walks
bringing together like-minded
nature lovers in every city in
America,” Daulton said, “If you
like being outside at sunset, if you
like the moonlight, if you’re even
the slightest bit intrigued by bats,
it’s worth a try. Bat walks are fun
and exciting and bring instant
community to those involved.”
Gustafson added there is a lot of
room for bat walks to take hold in the
United States, but that even just a few
new people participating can have a
profound effect. “If each one of the
people who comes to one of our walks
goes out and tells 10 of their friends
about bats, that starts to have a real
impact,” she said. “And when you start
learning about a species more deeply,
you start caring differently.”
batcon.org
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QUESTIONS FOR A NOTED EXPERT

Photo: Jon Flanders / BCI

Jon holds a
spectral bat
(Vampyrum
spectrum)
during field
work.

Molecular Ecology
Understanding how bat populations are connected

H

ow can the study of molecular ecology inform bat conservation? Bats
sat down with Jon Flanders, Ph.D., BCI’s International Program Manager, to find out and to learn what it is like to study a wide variety of
bat species around the world.

Bats: What first
sparked your interest
in bats?
Flanders: Although I’ve
always been interested
in wildlife, I didn’t focus
on bats until my undergraduate degree (I was
actually more interested
in amphibians!). For
my degree program, I
spent a year working at
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a nature conservation
organization (National
Trust, U.K.). My boss
there, David Bullock,
is one of the country’s
leading experts on bat
conservation and he
took me to catch my
first bat—a Daubenton’s
bat under a bridge in
Gloucestershire. From
then I was hooked.
After completing my

undergraduate degree, I
went on to do a master’s
and a Ph.D. all on bats.

Bats: Your studies
focus on molecular
ecology of bats; how
does this dovetail with
conservation efforts?
Flanders: Molecular
tools can be
really valuable for

helping clarify what
biodiversity is present
and how populations
are connected, which
helps us better manage
and conserve species.
You normally have a
limited amount of time
and resources in the
field, and many species
of bat are very hard
(or impossible) to tell
apart morphologically.
By evaluating the
species’ genetics,
we can trace how
populations are linked,
if they seem to be
growing or shrinking,
what genetic problems
they might face in
the future, or even
if there are multiple
species that look
identical. From
there we can make
informed decisions
about managing these
species.

the Americas and 20
times bigger than any
British bat. I was also
lucky enough to catch
Centurio senex, more
commonly known as
the wrinkled-faced
bat, and a bucket list
species for most bat
biologists. There was
also that time I stood
on a less-than-stable
pile of rocks in a cave
with my Chinese
colleague standing on
my shoulders so we
could reach a bat that
looked different from
all the others we had
seen that day. Despite
almost breaking a few
bones in the process, it
ended up being worth
it as we were able to
document the range
extension of a rare bat.

Bats: Your work has
taken you across the
globe. What are some
of the most memorable
moments from your
travels?

Bats: You’ve worked
extensively on
outreach efforts
for researchers and
students. What is some
advice you would like
to give those interested
in bat conservation
research?

Flanders: I have really
enjoyed getting to
observe the incredible
diversity of bats. After
years of working
in Britain and Asia,
I was working in
Mexico and caught 43
species of bat while I
was there, including
Vampyrum spectrum,
the largest bat in

Flanders: Make
connections—it’s a
surprisingly small
world! Don’t be
afraid to go to new
places and work
with different people.
Embrace every
experience you can
get; you never know
what will end up being
useful.

PUBLIC L AND

California leaf-nosed
bats are one of the
species found on
public lands managed
by the BLM.

Photo: Michael Durham / Minden Pictures

field
notes
RESEARCH NEWS
FROM AROUND
T H E G LO B E

Bats in Flight on Public Lands

BCI works with the Bureau of Land Management

D

id you know that public lands managed by the
Bureau of Land Management are home to more
than 60 percent of all of the United States’ bat
species? That means that public lands are vital to bats and
their significant role as pollinators and primary predators
of night-flying insects, including many harmful crop pests.
The implications to public health and the U.S. economy

By CYNTHIA HERNANDEZ and LISSA ENG, BLM

make bat conservation extremely important.
The Bureau of Land Management is proud to work with
Bat Conservation International to manage and conserve
bat habitats across the nation. Through this partnership,
the BLM and BCI work to increase the quality and
quantity of bat roosting and foraging habitat. For example,
continues on page 20
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New Standards

Photo: Wildlife Habitat Council

Credit: Clayton Schmidt / Bureau of Land Management

CO N S E R VAT I O N AWA R D S

Public lands are perfect for bat sightings. BLM has produced an interactive online map to give you
a tour of specific BLM-managed sites to find bats.

The BLM
manages
over 245
million acres
of public
land across
the nation on
behalf of the
American
public.

efforts conducted through this partnership have
identified abandoned mines that are no longer
in use but can provide suitable habitat through
bat-friendly mine closures to help dwindling bat
populations.
The BLM manages over 245 million acres
of public land across the nation on behalf of
the American public, including permanent or
seasonal habitats for more than 3,000 species
of wildlife. BLM wildlife biologists and partners
across the U.S. work together to regularly
conduct monitoring projects to learn more about
the health and diversity of various bat species.
These important insights from the field provide
the BLM with essential data to better inform
how to manage these lands. Throughout the
year, BLM employees, volunteers and partners,
like BCI, are proud to work together to conserve
bat habitat, monitor bat populations and assess
potential future impacts (i.e. drought risk) to
bats on public lands. During Bat Week 2017, the
BLM shared stories of bat conservation on public
lands through the BLM Tumblr blog.
Bats can be on public lands during all seasons.
Let’s take a quick trip to find some bat hotspots
on your public lands!

MORE TO THE STORY

Visit the BLM Tumblr blog for further reading
on the importance of bat conservation on public
lands: mypubliclands.tumblr.com.
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Caves and Subterranean Habitat Project Award

S

ince 2015, BCI has worked with the Wildlife Habitat Council (WHC) to develop
standards by which bat conservation practices can be measured on corporate lands.
In 2017, WHC recognized the recipients
of two bat awards, Freeport-MacMoRan
and Fairmont-Santrol, as well as a third
award recognizing conservation of cave and
subterranean habitats.
The 2017 Species of Concern Award was
awarded to Fairmount-Santrol, Maiden Rock,
for providing shelter and enhancing bat habitat
for approximately 84,000 to 95,000 bats, as
well as monitoring the population for signs of
White-nose Syndrome. Fairmount-Santrol was
also awarded the 2017 Caves and Subterranean
Habitats Award for installing special gates on
their property to allow easy movement for
bat species.
The 2017 Bat Project Award was given to
Freeport-McMoRan, Unidad de Producción
Cerro Verde, for their work monitoring roosts,
cactus flowers and water sources for the longsnouted bat (Platalina genovensium).
BCI is proud to partner with WHC to work
to empower and recognize these partners that
further bat conservation.

F O R T H E YO U N G

CO N S E R VAT I O N I S T

Batkid and
Robin Join the
Bat Squad!
Photo: Paul Sakuma Photography / Make-A-Wish Greater Bay Area.

Introducing the Newest
Caped Crusaders for
Chiroptera Conservation

I

n November of 2013, the BatSignal illuminated the skies over
Gotham City. Two young heroes,
5 year-old Miles Scott and his
brother Clayton, answered the call
and sprung into action as their alter
egos, Batkid and Robin. With the
help of the Make-A-Wish Greater
Bay Area Foundation, over 20,000
fans cheered on the dynamic duo
as they saved San Francisco-turnedGotham City from hordes of
dastardly villains.
And just as Bruce Wayne was
inspired by earth’s only flying
mammal, Miles and Clayton Scott
are hoping to learn more about
the other caped crusaders of the
night…bats!
“I was a bat for a day, so I need
to know my roots,” said Miles.
His favorite type of bat? The

After helping save his city as Batkid, Miles is now helping to educate others about the benefits of bats!

Photo: Natalie Scott

flying fox (whose ‘cape’ can be over
6 feet wide)!
Miles and Clayton’s parents, Nick
and Natalie Scott, own and operate
a farm near Tulelake, California.
Their property is north of San
Francisco and near Modoc National
Forest and Lava Beds National
Monument. When he was younger,
Miles would
often claim that
the nearby caves
were his home to
live with his bat
friends.
And those
bat friends
are incredibly
helpful to the
local farmers,
like the Scotts.
In fact, a recent
study estimated
Miles and his brother Clayton enjoy hanging out at their parent’s farm near
that bats save the
Tulelake, California.

agricultural industry $23 billion a
year in costs related to pest control
and damage. Species found in the
caves, like pallid bats (Antrozous
pallidus), are especially helpful in
controlling grasshopper, cutworm
and armyworm populations—all
foes to farmers.
“After learning more, we are
interested in the benefits [bats]
can provide. We will definitely
be looking into bat boxes on our
property,” said Natalie Scott.
“Thanks bats, you help us a lot,”
said Miles. Both Miles and Clayton
have joined the Bat Squad so that
they can learn more about the
benefits of their bat brethren.
Miles already knows that there
are some key differences between
the Dark Knight and his nocturnal
neighbors; “Batman has gadgets and
real bats don’t. Batman can’t really
fly and real bats can!”
batcon.org
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THANK YOU!

We offer our deepest gratitude to all BCI
members and contributors who support
the conservation of the world’s bats.
We thank these donors
whose gifts were
received in the
12 months between
December 1, 2016 and
November 30, 2017
$100,000-$999,999
Anonymous Donation (1)
Stephen Holman and Margo
Thomas
Maltz Family Foundation
SunEdison
$50,000-$99,999
Anonymous Donation (1)
Bailey Wildlife Foundation
BAND Foundation
Duke Energy Foundation
Terry and Bill Pelster
George W. Schmidt Jr. Living
Trust
Woodtiger Fund
$10,000-$49,999
Anonymous Donations (3)
American Wind Energy
Association
Anne L. Pattee
We thank these
donors whose gifts
were received in the
5 months between
August 1, 2017 and
December 31, 2017
*Monthly Sustaining
Donors
Honduran White Bat
$5,000-$9,999
Anonymous Donation (1)
John and Emily
Alexander
Benevity
Fondation Ensemble
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Avangrid Renewables
Benevity
The Berglund Family Foundation
Candy R. Midkiff
The Carter Chapman Shreve
Family Foundation
Detroit Zoological Society
Dielle L. FleischmannMonomoy Fund
Cullen Geiselman
The Tim and Karen Hixon
Foundation
William N. Mayo
Dr. William T. and Dorothy D.
Moore Family Endowment
Duke Energy
EarthShare
EarthShare of Texas
Estate of Suzanne M. Corbett
Fidelity Charitable
Hollomon Price Foundation
Leo Model Foundation, Inc.
Natural Bridge Caverns, Inc.
Read Foundation
Rebecca M. Harvey
The Resources Legacy Fund
Shared Earth
Foundation
The White Pine Fund
Edward Gorey Charitable Trust
Stanley and Jill Herman
Leilani Hotaling
John Laver
Sandra J. Moss
Nashville Zoo, Inc.
NRG
Robert P. Rotella Foundation
Estate of Ronald S. Treichler
MiriMiri $1,500-$4,999
Anonymous Donation (1)
AmazonSmile
Robin M. Anderson, D.V.M.
Ann Bacon
Jane K. Brown

Burt Family Foundation
Captain Jo A. Carlton, USN, Ret.
and Major John I. McClurkin,
USMC, Ret.
Gladys G. Cofrin and
Daniel P. Logan
The Frank Cross Foundation
Nancy B. Dudley
William Dudley, M.D.
Mrs. Ruth Flournoy
Cornelia P. Ford
Kathleen Hamilton
Kathryn S. Head
George Jett and Gwen Brewer
Donald R. Kendall, Jr.
Elysabeth Kleinhans
George and Catherine Ledec
Liza Levy, M.D.
Michelle Maton and Michael
Schaeffer
Annette Mennel
David and Trinh Mitchell
Jeff and Nancy Moorman
Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo and
Aquarium
Don and Lois Porter
Thomas and Lisa Read
The Grace Jones
Richardson Trust
Jonathan and Joanne Rogoff
The San Francisco Foundation
Rebecca C. Schad
Schwab Charitable Fund
Mary Simun
SK Foundation
Nicholas A. Skinner
Alice and Joanna Sturm
Dani Walthall
Cynthia Wayburn
Nancy Whalen-Bernstein

*Cindy Cobb and Raymond
Bruijnes
Robert T. Coffland and
Ellen Moore
*David Cohn
G. Kent and Jill Colbath & Family
LuLu Colby
Michael and Tracy DiLeo
Jennifer Engel
Suzanne B. Engel
Virginia G. Enrich
Gale Epstein
Justin Everson
*Barbara Fanta
The Rugeley Ferguson Foundation
Parnell and Jennifer Flynn
*Michael Forwood
Gary Gabris and Sheila Wallace
Diana V. Gardener
Gianluca Gera
James Godshalk
Michael and Anne Germain
Graham Holdings Matching
Gifts Program
Arvella M. Greenway
*Danielle Gustafson and
Brad Klein
Kris Gulbran and Pat Pielage
William Haber
Virginia Giannini Hammerness
Matthew Hedman
Kyle and Veronica Hein
Bill Jackson
Patricia Flowers Jacobina
Katz Coffee
Andrew Kimmel and Suzanne
Neumann
Ray and Kathryn King
Ann Kneedler
*Michael J. Koski
Catherine Kuhlman
Golden-Crowned Flying Fox Bill Lacy and Jane Stieren Lacy
$1,000-$1,499
*Diane Lamb
Joanna Langdale
Anonymous Donations (2)
Lenora Larson
*Michael Adami-Sampson
Virginia and Michael Lester
America’s Charities
Gary and Christine Linden
AAZK - Omaha Chapter
*Kenda Lovecchio
Doris Applebaum
Gary and Jamey McCracken
Ms. Penelope Ayers
Arla McMillan
Michael S. Bodri
Matthew C. Michael and
Franta J. Broulik
Maki Fife
Elizabeth Burdick Jones
Milwaukee County Zoo
John and Valarie Burns
Marta L. Morando
Shaun Case
John and Jane Newman
Ms. Claudia Casey
Susan B. Clark
Beate Nolan

Peggy S. Oba
Louise Olivo-Kier and
Morton Kier
Reverend Holly L. Ostlund
James and Tamaira Patton
Kathryn K. Powers
Alice Pulver
*Kent Purdy
Philip Puschel
Quill Fund of the New Hampshire
Charitable Foundation
Andrew and Janet Raddatz
*Mrs. Charles Richey
Nancy Rieger
Carolyn and Paul Rizza
Deborah A. Sabol
Donald and Brenda Schnell
Debbie Sease and Russell Shay
Karen Shapiro
Kevin Sheridan
*Kay Sibary and Buck Shaw
Rebecca Simmons
*Mary and Jason Smith
St. Louis Community Foundation
Rene Smith Staff
The Darrell & Patricia Steagall
Family Foundation
Mrs. Patricia G. Steves
*Donna K. Thalacker
Charles Van Tassel and Kirsten
J. Winter
Marlene Vandenbos
William Vanderson
Vanguard Charitable Endowment
Program
Frank Vecchione
Porter Watkins and George R.
Bailey
Everett K. Weedin, Jr.
Joyce R. Weidenaar
Laurie L. West
Mary Wilson
The Lawrence and Sylvia Wong
Foundation, Inc.
Brad Wuest
John Zapp
Joan Zegree
*Beth Zelten
Straw-Colored Fruit Bat
$500-$999
Anonymous Donation (1)
James and Marilyn Anderson
*Donna Y. Aragona
AT&T United Way Employee
Giving Campaign

Alan Bailey
Kelly Bauer
Nancy W. Bennett
David Benson
Laura Bentz
*Pamela Blake
Mrs. Michelle Blower
Bluespring Caverns Park
Dawn Boothe
Judith Boyce
Marcia and Ron Braun
Benedict Brown
Jerri Brown
Robert and Janet Brown
Brian Brumit
Jenifer Nina Burghardt
Sonya Burgher
Carole Burke
Ms. Ellen Burmeister
Brian Buttazoni
Don and Kathe Cairns
Carol Carpenter
Cars, Inc.
Ted Chauviere
*Tim Cliffe
Glenn and Sharon Conant
Sue Coon
William and Nancy Davis
*Barbara Dickinson
Ms. Monica Donnelly
Martin P. Doyle
Drew Scott Dupont
Sylvia A. Earle, Ph.D.
Barbara Fanta
Ms. Irene H. Fedun
Mr. Edward A. Firestone
Foundation for the Carolinas
Nicholas Frankel
Carol Anne Freeman
James Gaddis
Mrs. Janice Galbraith
Amanda Giliotti
*Laura Glynn
Ann D. Goldblatt
Mr. Bert Grantges
Robert Grattan
Greenwich Investment
Management, Inc.
Anne Greene
Robert Gregory
Ray Groover, Jr.
Amy E. Grose
Ann H. Harvey
John Hatchell
Howard Head Family Foundation
*David Heberling

*Katherine Hoff
Trista Hoffman
Robert J. Howe
Jim Hu and Debby Siegele
Mark Hughes and Liz Strauss
Karen Jain
*Mary Jasnowski
*Peter Jaszi
*Charles Jobes
Sara Johnson
Steven Katz
Joshua and Julianna Kershen
Patricia Knight
Felicitas and George Koller
Heather Korsvik
Chris Kreussling
A. Kriauciunas
Beth Kubly
Tillie Page Laird
James Lakner
Deborah Lannigan-Macara
Jerry E. Leach
Nancy Lenon
Lee W. Lenz, Ph.D.
Jan Lesniak
Robert and Nancy Ley
*Scott and Joy Linn
Steven Lovelace
Albert W. Lyons and Maggie C.
Brandt
M L Magrath
*Vaughn Maley and Blake
Spraggins
*Barbara A. Malizia
Adrienne B. Mars
Charlea Massion, M.D.
Nancy and John Matro
Dorothy and Thomas Mayer
*Kevin McCarthy
*David G. McKay
Kirk McKay
*Vera and Andy McLean
*Louis McLove and Beverly
Wolcott
Peter G. Mennen
James and Lisa Metcalfe
Gabe and Ginger Michaels
Ann and Richard Miller
*Ms. Robin K. Moates
Timothy Moeller
Lewis J. Moorman
*Lawrence and Eileen Moyer
Hadie Muller
*Laura C. Murphy
Ms. Marilyn Murphy
Katy Murray

Kevin Neelley
Consuelo M. Nelson
Bonnie Nevel
Ian Nixon
Katie O’Brien
Virginia Ogle
Roberta Olenick
*Renee Orme-Orander
Ellen D. Petrick
Regina Phelps
Mr. Rod Picking
Harry Plant and Amy Rao
Emily Preston
Denise Pride
Ann and Stephen Ramsey
Nancy Ranney and David Levi
Renewable NRG Systems
Phyllis C. Reynolds
Anne K. Rhodes-Kline
Robert Rodgers
Gail B. Rosen and Jo Tyler
Ms. Susan Rudov
Avery Russell
Alice Russell-Shapiro
*Rhonda Sanders
Kirk Scarbrough
Steven Schlabach
Tom and Margo Scribner
*Shannon Scroggins
Leslie Shad and Joseph Brennan
Rebecca Shapley
Gavin Shire
Sandra and Dennis Simonson
*Pamela Small
Mark T. Stanback
Mr. R. Gayan Stanley
Cheryl and Steven Stegmaier
Marshall and Jane Steves
Clayton Stice
Michael Sullivan
*Christopher Svara
Ingrid Elizabeth Swenson
Leanne Tarleton
Dick F. Taylor
Gillian M. Teichert
*Paula Thiede and Charles Martin
Chandra Throckmorton
*Laura and Curtis Thurman
Jaimie Trautman
*Richard Vaughan
*Ginger and Bill Vermooten
Vintage BMW House
*Andrew and Christina Walker
John M. Walker
Susan Walker
LaDonna and Travis Ward

Pat Watters
*Lee Weiskott
Joan Weissman
W.I.L.D. Foundation
Carl Wieman
Christine Wilder, M.D.
Leslie Williams
Daniel and Barbara Williams
Eleanora M. Worth
Red Bat $250-$499
Anonymous Donations (4)
AAZK - Little Rock Chapter
Charlotte Adelman
Adobe Systems Inc.
*Michelle J. Amicucci
Ms. Carolyn K. Amy
Wendy and David Andrews
Eileen Arbues
ARGOS USA LLC
Arrowhead Zoological Society, Inc.
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Bank of the West Employee
Giving Program
Battelle Always Giving
Mr. France D. S. Bark
John and Sue Bassett
Thomas Baumgartel
Jo Baxter-Miguel
Mr. Ron E. Beard
Daniel Becker
*John M. Bell
Jordan Berlin
*Bill and Charlotte Bialek
Ms. Barbara Bissinger
*Tina Blewett
The Boeing Company
Chris Bolling

Susan Borschel
*Daniel Boss
Jim and Emily Bost
*Jerry Boxman
Steve Brandon
*Sherri and Robert Bray
Carla Brenner
*Douglas A. Bridwell
Eleanor Briggs
Phil Brodak
Christine Broughton
Denise Bruce
*Gretchen Brummel
*Sherron Bull
Cecil Burgin
Ambassador Patricia A.
Butenis
Ms. Susan Butler
Tom Butler
Prassede Calabi, Ph.D.
Lee Cambria
Prudence Carlson
*Melissa Carp
*William and Janis Catalano
Michael Charney
Ms. Darlene Chirman
Jane Civins
Leslie Clarke
*Merrill Clarke
Mr. John Clendenin
David and Cindy Cochran
*Alison A. Corcoran
Dennis Cohn and Yvonne Cort
*Tawny Corwin
Ms. M. Ryan Conroy
Barry Cooper
Ernest Copley, III
David Crabb

UPDATES AND ADDITIONS

We have made every effort to make these lists
complete. If you believe your name was left out
in error, please call Kenda Lovecchio, Chief
Development Officer, at 512-327-9721 ext. 130.

DONATE TODAY

To make a tax-deductible donation to BCI,
simply visit batcon.org/donate. For a list of
other ways to support bats and BCI, go to
batcon.org/waystogive.
Prefer to send a check? Please mail to:
Bat Conservation International
P.O. Box 140434
Austin, TX 78714-0434
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Red Bat $250-$499
Nance Crow and William
Sullivan
Sharon Cunningham
John W. Davidge
Lindsey Davidson
Geoffrey P. Davis
*John Dayton
Dell Employee
Engagement Fund
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Kurt Schwarz
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Jim Scott
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Robert and Karen Sharrar
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Jane A. Simpson
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Pamela Small
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Peter Cohen
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This bat condo in Creston, British
Colombia, is outfitted with hopper doors in
an effort to retain heat in the colder climate.

Living the Good Life
An Intro to Bat Condos

A

h, the pleasures of condo living—limited privacy, minuscule yards,
and the joys of dealing with the condo association. But if you’re a
bat, condo living can be downright luxurious.
Large free-standing bat houses, dubbed ‘bat condos,’ provide roosting
opportunities for colonies of bats ranging in size from a few hundred to
several thousand. Records show that the first bat condos were built in
the late 1800s for yellow-fever and malaria mosquito control. Now, these
structures can be found dotting the landscape of the United States and
Canada. Notable examples are found on the University of Florida campus,
on the banks of the Guadalupe River in Texas and (until it was destroyed by
Hurricane Irma in 2017) on Lower Sugarloaf Key in Florida.
Currently, BCI is working with federal and private partners in Idaho and
Oregon to construct condos in an effort to provide habitat as mitigation for
the loss of habitat for large nearby colonies. No condo association required.

SEE MORE

View examples of
bat condos at
batcon.org/condo.
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Discover Earth’s Echo System.

Introducing Echo Meter Touch 2.
Turn your phone or tablet into a professional-level bat detector.
To study bats, you need to study their echolocation calls, and Echo Meter
Touch 2 makes it possible – right from your iOS or Android device.
Listen and look. In real-time, Echo MeterTouch 2 processes bats’ ultrasonic
frequencies, converting them to sound humans can here. You can also view
the bat calls on a colorful, interactive spectrogram that lets you pause,
zoom and scroll.
Identify and learn. While you listen, Echo Meter Touch 2 analyzes. Within
seconds, the software identifies the most likely species of bat flying above.
Simply tap the screen to learn more about each of them.
Record and share. Save what you’re hearing. Share them via email or text,
and transfer them to your computer. Built-in Google Maps show you where
each recording was created.
Discover. We created Echo Meter Touch 2 to help biologists and hobbyists
study and protect bats all over the world. At $179, this powerful tool is now
within the reach of anyone who wants to discover and learn about bats.

Learn more at EchoMeterTouch.com
©2018 Wildlife Acoustics, Inc. All rights reserved.

Do more with PRO.
Echo Meter Touch 2 PRO
offers many professional
features. For only $349, it’s
the most advanced bat
detector – regardless of price.
wildlifeacoustics.com/pro

